
FutureEd Solutions
American

Sign Language
Let your hands do the talking!

See your Guidance Counselor for scheduling.

American Sign Language is a thriving language used 
throughout the U.S., Canada, Africa, and some other 
parts of the world. FES Online ASL leads students 
through fundamentals of ASL, through journal writing, 
portfolio assignments, video recordings, teacher feed-
back, and hybrid assignments that combine on-line and 
in-person work.

- Personalized instruction by a Certified ASL teacher
- Complete lessons at their own pace
- Learn to video capture off-line assignments
- Participate in on-line group sessions with peers
- Receive up to Two full Foreign Language credits
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Online ASL



Online American Sign Language 1 & 2

Online learning at your pace
Learning languages such as ASL can boost cognition, hone communication 
skills and encourage abstract thinking. Students are lead by a dedicated 
Highly Qualified Teaching staff of certified ASL instructors. Your instructor
brings years of real world experience working in the ASL community 
and teaching others to sign. You’ll be using our engaging on-line platform
to follow proven coursework throughout your ASL journey.

•  Engaging videos and study flashcards make it easy to learn quickly.

•  Group video sessions to practice what you’ve learned

•  Online or mobile allows students to access anytime or anywhere

•  Video record for review by your instructor

See your Guidance Counselor for scheduling.

American Sign Language 1

- American alphabet & counting

- Elements of Sign

- Sign feelings, colors, and questions 

- Greeting and etiquette

- Conversational

- Deaf culture

- ASL origins and history

American Sign Language 2

- Using classifiers

- Advance your vocabulary

- Identifying people

- Pointing appropriately

- Getting/Giving directions

- Emergency situations

- Proper facial and body movement

American Sign Language is the third most commonly used language in North 
America, as well as the predominant sign language of Deaf communities. The 
courses will explore the complexities of communicating in ASL, including signs 
made with the hands, facial expressions and body postures. The courses will also 
introduce students to the language, grammar and phonology of ASL, and will 
explore the social beliefs, traditions, history, values and communities of Deaf 
culture.

Counts toward Ohio's Foreign Language graduation requirement


